
Fuzz Testing or fuzzing is a software testing technique used to discover coding errors 
and security loopholes in software, operating systems or networks by inputting massive 
amounts of random data, called fuzz, to the system in an attempt to make it crash. 
Malicious actors use this technique to identify security bugs to gain access to systems.

Traditionally, companies deploy various testing methodologies which include Functional 
testing, Load Testing, Regression Testing and Security Testing. The security is generally 
limited to basic secure code review and application penetration testing.

Fuzz Testing adds new dimension into overall testing echo system to help find critical 
security bugs in the software.

FUZZ TESTING

Attack surface is growing by 111 billion lines of Software code 
written every year.

14642 Vulnerabilities reported in 2017 out of 
which includes vulnerabilities in software giant’s application such as 
Microsoft (5%), Adobe (3%) and Google (3%).

On an average 30% of application code is reused from 
unpatched opensource libraries/projects making applications more 
vulnerable.

#OpFuzz



#OpFuzz uses Industry proven methodologies to Fuzz applications either on the client’s 
premises or customer controlled cloud to ensure source code or any other details does 
not leave the client’s premises/controlled enviornment  for testing. Customer can Fuzz 
test their code / applications before final release.

#OpFuzz service is managed by experienced team which has years on experience in 
development and security and have been credited for numerous critical vulnerabilities 
such as Memory Corruption by Google, Microsoft, Adobe, Symantec, and many more.

#OpFuzz includes end to end process from provisioning on premise Fuzzing 
environment to user friendly dashboard which provides vulnerability details, severity, 
priority, and test cases to reproduce issue with just 1 click.
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